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Human activity recognition (HAR) systems are widely used in our lives, such as healthcare, security, and entertainment. Most of the
activity recognition models are tested in the personal mode, and the performance is quite good. However, HAR in the impersonal
mode is still a great challenge. In this paper, we propose a two-layer activity sparse grouping (TASG) model, in which the first layer
clusters the activities into 2–4 groups roughly and the second layer identifies the specific type of activities. A new feature selection
metric inspired by the Fisher criterion is designed to measure the importance of the features. We perform the experiment using the
TASGmodel with SVM, KNN, Random Forest, and RNN, respectively.,e experiments are tested on HAPT, MobiAct, and HASC-
PAC2016 datasets. ,e experimental results show that the performance of standard classifiers has been improved while combining
the TASG method. ,e features selected by the proposed metric are more effective than other FS methods.

1. Introduction

In the last decade, adaptable sensor technologies have rapidly
developed, which results in the rapid advance in mobile and
ubiquitous computing. As the size of sensors shrinking, ca-
pability increasing, and costs decreasing, these electronic
components have been more widely used in daily life. Human
activity recognition (HAR) has many applications, particu-
larly in health monitoring, city planning, sports coaching,
entertainment, fitness assessment, and smart homes [1].
Driven by these reasons, human activity recognition based on
wearable sensors has become one of the research hotspots.

At present, simple activity recognition has achieved high
accuracy [2]. However, these experimental results were
obtained on small-scale datasets which only contain a few
people’s activity data. Moreover, most research work [3–5]
used the personal mode for classification model training and
testing. ,e training and testing datasets in personal mode
have common users, but there is no common user between
train and test datasets in the impersonal mode. In practical
applications, the impersonal mode is more realistic [1, 6]. It
is very inconvenient to train a model for every new user. For
example, we cannot get the subject activity data, there are
many activity classes, or some activities are not desirable for

the subject to carry out (e.g., falling downstairs). Dungkaew
et al. [7] proposed an impersonal and lightweight model for
identifying activities in nonstationary sensory streaming
data, and the experimental results on WISDM [8] dataset
showed the recognition accuracy was less than 80% for
walking, jogging, and stairs. Other research works [9, 10]
also showed that the accuracy of impersonal activity rec-
ognition model was still not satisfactory. ,erefore, HAR in
the impersonal mode is still a difficult problem to be solved.

In the study of human activity recognition, some activities
are easy to be classified, such as walking and standing, but some
are confusing, such as walking upstairs and walking downstairs
[11]. At present, most current work [12–14] does not consider
differences in features among activities. ,ey always used the
common features for all activities, which results in some
awkward features, which are useless for distinguishing some
activities although they have discriminative characteristics in
other activities. Zhang and Sawchuk [15] proposed a multilevel
activity classification model, which manually clustered the
activities into several groups.,e disadvantages of this method
are as follows. (1) Manually clustering activities are too sub-
jective to discover the relationship between the different ac-
tivities. (2) ,e higher levels of the classification model caused
low recognition performance.
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In this paper, we first extract common features on the
datasets. Similar activities are clustered into one group using
ASG. ,en, we perform feature selection in each group.
Finally, we train the classifier of each group using the se-
lected features, respectively. ,e main contributions of this
study are listed as follows:

(1) We propose a two-layer activity sparse grouping
(TASG) method. ,e similarity of different behav-
iors is measured by the sparse coefficients, and the
behaviors are clustered according to the sparse
coefficients.

(2) We propose a new feature selection (FS) metric
based on the Fisher criterion [16]. Specifically, the
selected features are more efficient in the classifi-
cation task on the metric of maximizing the variance
between classes and minimizing the variance within
the class. Compared to other feature selection
methods, our FS method gets higher score.

(3) We test on three AR datasets using four basic clas-
sifiers. ,e recognition performance of the original
model could be improved about 3% averagely using
our TASG augmented model.

2. Related Work

Research on human activity recognition started as early as
the 1990s. Activity recognition based on wearable sensors is
gaining popularity since it has applications in assisted living,
sports, security, etc. Many techniques have been recently
employed to analyze and classify data gathered from sensors
on wearable devices.

Almeida and Alves [17] applied activity recognition to
the game field. ,ey presented an activity recognition sys-
tem, called ActiveRunner, to replace traditional touch-based
interaction. Ejupi et al. [3] proposed a wavelet-based al-
gorithm to detect and assess the quality of sit-to-stand
movements with a wearable pendant device. ,e experi-
mental results showed significant differences between older
fallers and nonfallers, and the new method can accurately
detect sit-to-stand movements in older people. Hossain et al.
[4] analyzed different active learning strategies to scale ac-
tivity recognition and proposed a dynamic k-means clus-
tering to solve the barrier of collecting the ground truth
information. Walse et al. [5] presented experimental work of
various classifiers on the WISDM dataset and the perfor-
mance of Random Forest was the best.

Feature selection is also a research hotspot in activity
recognition. Many people have studied the application of
different feature selection methods in HAR. Feature selec-
tion can be divided into three categories [18] according to
evaluation criteria: filter method, wrapper method, and
embedded method. Zhang and Sawchuk [15] compared
three different feature selection methods (Relief-F, SFC, and
SFS) from computational cost and effectiveness.,e number
of features they selected using these methods gradually
increased from 5 to 110. ,e experimental results showed
that, across three feature selection methods, the classifica-
tion errors taper off when 50 features are included. From

computational cost, Relief-F has the lowest computational
cost, and SFS has the highest computational cost. Relief-F
was also compared to fast correlation-based filter and
correlation-based feature selection in [19], and it was re-
ported as the best feature selection algorithm due to the
ability to deal with incomplete and noisy data. ,ere are
other feature selection methods, e.g., oppositional-based
binary kidney-inspired algorithm [20] and trace ratio cri-
terion [21]. He et al. [22] demonstrated the performance of
the Laplacian score on Iris and PIE face datasets.

Deep learning (DL) shows powerful recognition ability
in other research areas. ,erefore, some researchers con-
sidered applying it to the HAR. Ronao and Cho [23] pro-
posed a deep convolutional neural network to perform a new
automatic way to extract robust features from raw data.
Hammerla et al. [24] explored deep, convolutional, and
recurrent approaches across three representative datasets
that contain movement data captured with wearable sensors.
However, due to lack of large labeled datasets, directly
applying the deep learning methods for human activity
recognition is not feasible. Münzner et al. [25] discussed
three key problems in the development of robust DL and
proposed a novel pressure specific normalization method.
Compared to other DL methods, the results showed CNNs
based on shared filter approach that has a smaller de-
pendency on the available training data.

3. Method

3.1. Preliminary and Framework. ,e framework of the
TASG method is shown in Figure 1, in which Figure 1(a) is
the training process of TASG and Figure 1(b) is the hier-
archy structure of TASG. First, we cluster activities into
different groups using TASG. Specifically, we perform sparse
decomposition of training data. In this process, it is im-
portant to ensure that the coefficient vector is sparse enough,
and it will directly affect the subsequent grouping results.
,en, the similarity between different activities is calculated
based on sparse coefficients. As a result, activities with high
similarity are clustered into the same group. Subsequently,
we perform feature selection in different groups using a new
feature metric. After that, we train the first layer classifier
(group classifier) considering the same group as a class and
train second layer classifiers (group-in classifier) with the
selected features in different activity groups. Finally, we get a
two-layer classification model; the first layer classifier de-
termines the specific group, and the second layer classifier
identifies the specific activity class.

,e notations used in this paper are defined in Table 1.

3.2. Activity Sparse Grouping (ASG). In human activity
recognition research, some activities are easy to be classified,
such as walk and stand, but others are confusing [11], such as
skip and jump.

Considering sparse representation of all activities using
the same dictionary, the more similar the activity, the closer
the atoms are used, which can be reflected by sparse co-
efficients. ,erefore, we propose an activity sparse grouping
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method to cluster activities according to sparse coefficients
and then perform feature selection.

3.2.1. Activity Sparse Grouping Algorithm. ,e ASG algo-
rithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

In the algorithm, the similarity between different activity
classes is calculated based on the sparse coefficient vector.
,e algorithm can ensure that coefficient α is sufficiently
sparse via minimizing the number of nonzero components
in the sparse coefficient.

Solving sparse representation involves seeking the
sparsest linear combination from a dictionary. In this paper,
we use online dictionary learning [26] to solve these
problems. It mainly included twomutually iterative sections:
sparse coding and dictionary update.

3.2.2. Sparse Coefficient Learning. ,e goal of sparse coding
is to define a given data vector y as a weighted linear
combination of a small number of basis atoms from the
dictionary. Since sparse coding is an iterative process, the

solution can be translated into the following optimization
problems:

αt ≜ argmin
1
2

yt −Dt− 1α
����

����
2
2 + λ‖α‖1, (1)

where t is the number of iterations and λ is the regularization
parameter. In this paper, we use LARS [27] to solve αt.

,e second part in dictionary learning is the optimi-
zation of the dictionary based on the current sparse coding.
In this paper, the dictionary is updated using block-
coordinate descent with warm restarts [28]. ,e dictio-
nary updating problem can be turned into a convex opti-
mization problem using convex dictionary admissible sets as
shown in the following equation:

Dt ≜ argmin
1
t
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We update each column dj of D when keeping the other
ones fixed under the constraint dT

j dj ≤ 1. For each dj, we use
the method in [29] to update it as shown in the following
equation:
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3.3. Feature SelectionMetric. Feature selection could help us
in understanding data, reduce computation requirement,
and improve the classification performance. A new feature

Feature selection in
different groups 

Group classifier training
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Activity grouping using
ASG 
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Group-in classifier
training
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Activities

Group
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Group 1 Group 2 Group n
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classifier 2

Group-in
classifier n
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Figure 1: Framework of the TASG hierarchical model.

Table 1: Notations.

Notation Description
n ,e number of activity class
nf ,e number of feature
Ai i-th activity
Gi i-th group
Δi ,e number of Ai
D Dictionary
αi,k ,e sparse coefficient of k-th feature in Ai
Ni,k ,e number of nonzero sparse coefficient in αi,k
Si,j Similarity between activity i and activity j
M Similarity matrix
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metric learning method is designed in this paper. Good
features always decrease the difference within the class, while
increase the difference between classes. Considering sim-
plicity and easy calculation, we propose a new feature se-
lectionmetric to measure the importance of feature based on
the Fisher criterion. ,e metric is designed on minimizing
variance within a class and maximizing the variance between
classes as follows:

Fmetric(k) �
Vk

b

Vk
w

, (4)

V
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where Vk
b is the variance of k-th feature between classes; Vk

w
is the variance of k-th feature within the class; fk,i is the i-th
sample in k-th feature; fc

k,i is the i-th sample in k-th feature
in class c; and φk is the mean of k-th feature, and φc

k is the
mean of k-th feature in class c.

According to equation (4), Fmetric of the feature with
large differences between classes and less discriminating

within the class is higher, and the higher the Fmetric, the more
important the feature is.

4. Experiments and Results

4.1. Datasets and Experimental Settings

4.1.1. Datasets. In this paper, in order to verify the recognition
effectiveness of our method, we chose three different scale
datasets in the experiment, where HASC-PAC2016 is a large-
scale dataset. Table 2 also shows the statistics of three datasets.

(1) HAPT Dataset [30]. ,e dataset was carried out by a
group of 30 volunteers within the age of 19–48 years, and the
activities in the dataset are divided into two categories: basic
activities ((1) walking, (2) walking upstairs, (3) walking
downstairs, (4) sitting, (5) standing, and (6) laying) and
postural transition activities ((7) stand-to-sit, (8) sit-to-
stand, (9) sit-to-lie, (10) lie-to-sit, (11) stand-to-lie, and
(12) lie-to-stand). Activity data are collected at a constant
rate of 50Hz using the embedded accelerometer and gy-
roscope in a smartphone.

(2) MobiAct Dataset [31]. ,e dataset was carried out by a
group of 57 volunteers (42 men and 15 women) within an

Input: A: {A1, A2,. . ., An}, G � Ø
Output: G: {G1, G2,. . ., Gm}

(1) Sparse decomposition of training data and solve the sparse coefficients;
A � Dα

(2) Calculating the similarity matrix M � [Si,j];
Si,j � 

nf

k�1|(Ni,k/Δi)− (Nj,k/Δj)|

(3) for i � 1, 2, . . ., n
t1 � argmax(Si,j)

t2 � argmax(St1 ,j)

if t1 � i then
Gi � Gi ∪ Ai, At1

 

G � G∪Gi

A � A− Ai, At1
 

end if
end for

(4) Do:
for each Ai ∈ A

q � argmax(Si,j)

if Aq ∈ Gk then
add Ap into Gk and remove Ap from A
Gk � Gk ∪ Aq 

A � A−Aq
end if

end for each
until A � Ø or A no longer changes

(5) if A ≠ Ø
cluster remaining activities in A into a new group Gm and add Gm into G
Gm � A

G � G∪Gi

end if
(6) Return G;

ALGORITHM 1: Activity sparse grouping algorithm.
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age bracket of 20–47 years. ,e dataset includes two parts:
fall data and activities of daily living. In this paper, we use
daily activity data composed of 12 basic activities: (1)
standing, (2) walking, (3) jogging, (4) jumping, (5) stairs up,
(6) stairs down, (7) stand-to-sit, (8) sit on chair, (9) sit-to-
stand, (10) car step in, (11) car step out, and (12) lying.
Activity data are also collected using the embedded accel-
erometer and gyroscope in a smartphone.

(3) HASC-PAC2016 Dataset [32].,e dataset was carried out
by a group of 510 volunteers (390 men and 120 women).
HASC-PAC2016 is targeted for basic human activity, which
includes 6 activities: (1) stay, (2) walk, (3) jog, (4) skip, (5)
going upstairs, and (6) going downstairs. Activity data are
collected using the embedded accelerometer and gyroscope
in a different smartphone.

4.1.2. Experimental Settings. In this paper, we use imper-
sonal (training set and test set will have no common users)
test mode and 5-fold cross-validation in the following
experiments.

HAPT dataset has 30 volunteers; we randomly divide
people into 5 groups of 6 people each; four groups are used as
the training set, and one group is used for testing. MobiAct
dataset has 57 different users, but not everyone has all activity
data; we filter out those people and get finally 18 people as
experimental data; they were divided them into 6 groups of 3
people each; five groups are used as the training set, and one
group is used for testing. For HASC-PAC2016 dataset, there
are 510 people in the dataset, but not everyone has gyroscope
data, we filter out those people and get finally 280 people as
experimental data. ,e sampling frequency for each person is
different; we regularize the sampling frequency of all people to
50Hz in this paper. ,en, we randomly divide people into 5
groups of 56 people each; four groups are used for training,
and one group is used for testing.

In this paper, we use accuracy, precision, recall, and F1
score to evaluate the performance of classifiers, and the
accuracy is defined as follows:

accuracy �
Tp + Tn

Tp + Tn + Fp + Fp
, (7)

where Tp (true positives) means the correct classifications of
positive examples and Tn (true negatives) means the correct
classifications of negative examples.Fp (false positives) andFn
(false negatives) represent the negative examples incorrectly
classified into the positive classes and the positive examples
incorrectly classified into the negative classes, respectively.

,e accuracy measure does not take into account the
unbalanced datasets. ,us, precision, recall, and F1 score are
considered to measure classifier performance:

precision �
Tp

Tp + Fp
,

recall �
Tp

Tp + Fn
,

F1 score �
2∗ recall∗ precision
recall + precision

.

(8)

We calculate the average of the precision, recall of each class
as the final precision, and recall to measure the classifier. ,en,
the F1 score is calculated according to precision and recall.

4.2. Feature Extraction. Due to the continuous and long-
lasting characteristics of the original sensor data, we cannot
directly use them as training or testing data. A common
approach to this problem is to use sliding windows to perform
feature extraction on raw data. We set window size as 4
seconds and overlapping as 50% in experiments. ,e features
we extracted are shown in Table 3, for more details refer to
[33]. ,e datasets include accelerometer and gyroscope data.
,erefore, we can get 162 (27∗ 6) features for each window.

4.3. ;e Results of Activity Grouping

4.3.1. HAPT Dataset. By the TASG algorithm, we can firstly
obtain 4 initial groups: {walking, walking downstairs}, {sitting,
standing}, {sit-to-lie, stand-to-lie}, and {lie-to-sit, lie-to-stand}.
,e remaining activities are walking upstairs, laying, stand-to-
sit, and sit-to-stand. We add them to the initial groups using
the nearest neighbor method. Finally, we can get four groups
on HAPTdataset as shown in Table 4. Figure 2 shows the 2D
plot of the clustering results on the HAPT dataset.

4.3.2. MobiAct Dataset. We also get three final groups on
MobiAct dataset according to ASG: {standing, sitting on chair,
lying}, {walking, jogging, jumping, stairs up, stairs down}, and
{stand-to-sit, sit-to-stand, car step in, car step out} as shown in
Table 5. Figure 3 shows the 2D plot of the clustering results.

4.3.3. HASC-PAC2016 Dataset. Figure 4 shows the 2D plot
of the clustering results on the HASC-PAC2016 dataset. In
Figure 4, “stay” activity is added into {walk, stUp, stDown}
because there are at least two activities in a group. Finally, we
get two groups {stay, walk, stUp, stDown} and {jog, skip}, as
shown in Table 6.

4.4. Comparison of Different Classification Methods in Im-
personal Mode. In the experiment, we perform feature se-
lection with new feature metric and build two-layer ASG
models with SVM [18, 34], Random Forest [5, 11], KNN
[12, 13], and RNN [24], respectively.

,e recognition performances of different methods on
three datasets are showed as Tables 7–9, respectively. Table 7
summarizes the performance results obtained on the HAPT
dataset in the impersonal mode. Obviously, accuracies of
TASG-SVM, TASG-RF, TASG-KNN, and TASG-RNN have

Table 2: Description of three datasets.

Dataset People Activities Instances Year
HAPT 30 12 10929 2015
MobiAct 57 12 34427 2016
HASC-PAC2016 510 6 229852 2016

Mobile Information Systems 5



improved compared with those of standard SVM, RF, KNN,
and RNN respectively, and TASG-KNN increases the most.
For F1 score, we can see that TASG-SVM is almost the same
as SVM, and the performance of other three TASG models
has improved significantly compared to the original models.
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Figure 2: 2D plot of the clustering results on the HAPT dataset.

Table 4: Activity grouping result on the HAPT dataset.

Group Activities
1 Walking, walking upstairs, walking downstairs
2 Sit, stand, lie
3 Stand-to-sit, sit-to-stand, sit-to-lie, stand-to-lie
4 Lie-to-sit, lie-to-stand –1 –0.5 0 0.5 1
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Figure 3: 2D plot of the clustering results on the MobiAct dataset.

Table 3: ,e types of the features extracted in experiments.

Feature Number Description
Mean 1 Average value in window
STD 1 Standard deviation

Min, max 2 Minimum and maximum in
window

Mode 1 ,e valuewith the largest frequency
Range 1 Max–min
Mean crossing
rate 1 Rate of times signal crossingmean

value
DC 1 Direct component
Spectrum peak
position 5 First 5 peaks after FFT

Frequency 5 Frequencies corresponding to 5
peaks

Energy 1 Square of norm
Four shape features 4 Mean, STD, skewness, kurtosis
Four amplitude
features 4 Mean, STD, skewness, kurtosis

Table 5: Activity grouping result on the MobiAct dataset.

Group Activities
1 Standing, sitting on chair, lying
2 Walking, jogging, jumping, stairs up, stairs down
3 Stand-to-sit, sit-to-stand, car step in, car step out
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Figure 4: 2D plot of the clustering results on the HASC-PAC2016
dataset.
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Table 8 shows the performance of different classification
methods on theMobiAct dataset in the impersonal mode. For
accuracy, the TASG model has a 2.23% improvement overall.
,e performance is also better than the original models in
terms of F1 score except for RNN. Table 9 summarizes the
performance results obtained on the HASC-PAC2016 dataset
in the impersonal mode. ,e scale of the dataset is very large,
and it can be observed that the TASG model can improve
3.56% in accuracy and 3.27% in F1 score overall.

,e classification accuracies of different models in dif-
ferent groups are shown in Figures 5–7. In the HAPTdataset,
we select the TASG-SVM model. We can find that the ac-
curacy of our method is higher than that of the other four
classification methods on four groups, especially in group 4.

For theMobiAct dataset, we also select the TASG-SVMmodel.
Although our method is not best in group 3, the classification
accuracy of our method in group 2 is much better than that of
the other four methods. For the HASC-PAC2016 dataset, we
select the TASG-RF model. It is obvious that our method is
better than the other three classification methods except for
Random Forest in group 1.,e experimental results show that
the features selected by the TASG model can produce the
better classification result than other FS methods.

4.5. Comparsion of Different Feature Selection Methods.
In this section, we compare the proposed feature selection
method with other three feature selection methods,
e.g., Laplacian score [22], Relief-F [15], and MCFS [35]. ,e

Table 6: Activity grouping result on the HASC-PAC2016 dataset.

Group Activities
1 Stay, walk, stUp, stDown
2 Jog, skip

Table 7: Performance comparison with and without TASG on the
HAPT dataset.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score
SVM 0.9585 0.9099 0.9069 0.9084
TASG-SVM 0.9626 0.9095 0.9071 0.9083
RF 0.9431 0.8829 0.8748 0.8788
TASG-RF 0.9464 0.8965 0.8935 0.8950
KNN 0.9050 0.8341 0.8256 0.8298
TASG-KNN 0.9286 0.8796 0.8639 0.8717
RNN 0.9454 0.8609 0.8711 0.8660
TASG-RNN 0.9583 0.9126 0.9044 0.9085

Table 8: Performance comparison with and without TASG on the
MobiAct dataset.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score
SVM 0.8770 0.7181 0.7150 0.7165
TASG-SVM 0.9055 0.7627 0.7501 0.7563
RF 0.8592 0.7106 0.7049 0.7077
TASG-RF 0.8754 0.7236 0.7110 0.7172
KNN 0.8417 0.7102 0.6949 0.7025
TASG-KNN 0.8677 0.7234 0.6935 0.7081
RNN 0.8823 0.8418 0.8919 0.8661
TASG-RNN 0.9009 0.8425 0.8644 0.8533
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Figure 5: Classification accuracy in different groups on the HAPT
dataset.

Table 9: Performance comparison with and without TASG on the
HASC-PAC2016 dataset.

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score
SVM 0.5981 0.5966 0.5937 0.5951
TASG-SVM 0.6345 0.6285 0.6292 0.6288
RF 0.7139 0.7087 0.7105 0.7096
TASG-RF 0.7441 0.7416 0.7410 0.7413
KNN 0.5321 0.5352 0.5270 0.5311
TASG-KNN 0.5823 0.5680 0.5748 0.5714
RNN 0.6561 0.6511 0.6535 0.6523
TASG-RNN 0.6816 0.6760 0.6786 0.6773
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Figure 6: Classification accuracy in different groups on the
MobiAct dataset.
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experiment results are shown in Figures 8–10. Our FS
method based on the Fisher metric obtains better results
than other methods. Especially, when the selected feature
number is relatively small, our method could select more
valuable features and get more high score than other FS
methods. ,erefore, our method can use fewer features to
achieve the same level of accuracy of the other FS methods.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a two-layer activity sparse
grouping hierarchical model to augment the performance of
general classification models. Similar activities are clustered
according to the sparse coefficient. We find that {walk, stair

up, stair down} and {stand, sit, lay} activities are highly
similar, respectively. ,e experimental results show that the
performance of our TASG hierarchical model can improve
about 3% averagely on HAR datasets in the impersonal
mode. In addition, a new feature selection metric based on
the Fisher criterion is proposed. ,e experimental results
show that the new feature metric is more effective than other
feature selection methods in HAR.

Data Availability

,ree datasets in the experiment of this paper can be
accessed freely. ,e web links are listed as follows. (1) ,e
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Figure 7: Classification accuracy in different groups on the HASC-
PAC2016 dataset.
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Figure 8: Classification accuracy with different FS methods on the
HAPT dataset.
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Figure 9: Classification accuracy with different FS methods on the
MobiAct dataset.
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Figure 10: Classification accuracy with different FSmethods on the
HASC-PAC2016 dataset.
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HAPTdataset used to support the findings of this study has
been deposited in the repository of Human Activity Recog-
nition Using Smartphones Data Set (http://archive.ics.uci.
edu/ml/datasets/Smartphone-Based+Recognition+of+Human+
Activities+and+Postural+Transitions). (2) ,e MobiAct data-
set used to support the findings of this study has been de-
posited in the repository of MobiAct (https://bmi.teicrete.gr/
en/the-mobifall-and-mobiact-datasets-2/). (3) ,e HASC-
PAC2016 dataset used to support the findings of this study
has been deposited in the repository of HASC-PAC2016
(http://hub.hasc.jp/).
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